### MINIATURE COLD CATHODE FLUORESCENT LAMP

#### BF 26-24B

**PART NUMBER** | **LENGTH** | **STARTING CIRCUIT VOLTAGE VS (Vrms)** | **OPERATING LAMP VOLTAGE VL (Vrms)** | **OPERATING LAMP CURRENT IL (mA rms)** | **BRIGHTNESS (CANDELA/m²)** | **RATED LIFE (HRS) MINIMUM**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
BF2661-24B | 61±1.0** | 490 @ 0°C | 195 | 5 ± 1 | 30,000 TYP. | 20,000
BF26180-24B | 180±3.0 | 975 @ 0°C | 390 | 1115 @ 0°C | 405 |
BF26188-24B | 188±3.0 | 1150 @ 0°C | 445 | 1240 @ 0°C | 495 |
BF26214-24B | 214±2.0** | 9.400"k x = .285 ± .03 y = .283 ± .03 | 1150 @ 0°C | 445 | 1290 @ 0°C | 515 |
BF26230-24B | 230±3.0 | 1290 @ 0°C | 515 | 1350 @ 0°C | 540 |
BF26240-24B | 240±3.0 |
BF26250-24B | 250±1.5 |

NOTES:

* RATED LIFE IS DEFINED AS THE POINT WHICH THE INTENSITY BECOMES 50% OF THE INITIAL RATING.

** LEAD LENGTH 15±3.0.

RATINGS AT 25°C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

---

**COMPONENTS CORPORATION**

**METRIC**

---

**MINIATURE COLD CATHODE FLUORESCENT LAMP**

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS**

**TOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED**

1 PL +/- REF.
2 PL +/- REF.
ANGLE +/- 0

---

**JKL COMPONENTS CORPORATION**

---

**NOTES:**

* RATED LIFE IS DEFINED AS THE POINT WHICH THE INTENSITY BECOMES 50% OF THE INITIAL RATING.

** LEAD LENGTH 15±3.0.

RATINGS AT 25°C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.